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This Great Works began by offering an Opening Prayer to Heavenly Parent and True Parents at 6:30 

A.M. on Feb. 1 at the Jeongshim Won (prayer hall). From the first day, Jeongshim Won was full of 

members who came to visit the Chung Pyung Holy Ground from around the world. Vice President 

Myong-kwan Lee was the MC. The Opening Prayer was followed by the Opening Remarks, Cheon Il 

Guk Anthem, Kyeongbae, Family Pledge and Hoon Dok reading of True Parents' words by President Gi-

seong Lee, He read the following: 

 

 "The hope of all people is to meet the True Parents. You must meet the True Parents even if you have to 

face death along the way. You may lose all of history, all the present era and even all your future 

descendants, but if you can meet the True Parents it is as if you are recovering the ages of history, the 

present era and the future. Such is the value of True Parents." (Chambumo Gyeong, Book 1, Chapter 2, 

Section 5, Verse 14) 

 

He then offered an Opening Prayer such like the following, "True Parents finally could find the original 

homeland and establish the providence based on this land. True Father works in Heaven and True Mother 

works on earth as pillars of cloud and fire in the age of True Parents' direct dominion. 

 

Our Beloved the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, when True Father was on earth, he 

called Chung Pyung Great Works, "Great Great Great Great Great Great Works." Thank you for allowing 

the Great Works to be held at this time. Please guide this Great Works to fulfill the absolute true family's 

four position foundation of Hyo Jin Nim and Heung Jin Nim and mobilize absolute good spirits from Dae 

Mo Nim's family, Chung Mo Nim's family and 500 billion absolute good spirits. 

 

We had a time to pray out loud all together. International members came to HJ Cheon Won Chung Pyung 

Holy Ground a day before the Great Works to attend the Opening Prayer. They felt like they received a 

special blessing from this event and left a lot of testimonies. 

 

 


